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Abstract

While there is an extensive literature on the theory of infinitely repeated games,
empirical evidence on how “the shadow of the future” affects behavior is scarce and
inconclusive. I simulate infinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma games in the lab with a
random continuation rule. The experimental design represents an improvement over
the existing literature by including sessions with finite repeated games as controls and
a large number of players per session (which allows for learning without contagion
effects). I find that the shadow of the future not only matters by significantly reducing
opportunistic behavior, but also that its impact closely follows theoretical predictions.
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1 Introduction

The tension between private incentives that encourage opportunistic behavior and the com-

mon good that comes from cooperation is a central feature of human interaction. The main

contribution of Game Theory to the study of this tension and its remedies is to recognize

that repeated interaction may enable punishment and reward schemes that prevent or limit

opportunistic behavior and support cooperation. When there is always a future, as in in-

finitely repeated games, the credible threat of future retaliation casts “the shadow of the

future” in every decision and can overcome opportunistic behavior and support cooperation,

thereby solving the tension between private incentives and the common good.

However, the experimental evidence on infinitely repeated games is scarce and in most

cases inconclusive or presents methodological problems. In this paper I report a series of

experiments that overcome the shortcomings of previous experiments on infinitely repeated

games. I find that the possibility of future interaction modifies players’ behavior resulting

in fewer opportunistic actions and supporting cooperation, closely following theoretical

predictions.

Infinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma games are simulated in the experiment by having

a random continuation rule. The experimental design represents an improvement over the

existing literature by, among other things, including sessions with finitely repeated games

as controls and a large number of players per session (which allows for learning without

contagion effects).

I find strong evidence that the higher the probability of continuation, the higher the

levels of cooperation. While in the one-shot prisoner’s dilemma games studied here the

cooperation rate is 9%, for a probability of continuation of 3
4
it is 38%. The effect of the

shadow of future on the levels of cooperation is greater than previous studies have shown.

But the finding that increases in the probability of continuation result in increases

in cooperation is not necessarily evidence in support of the theory of infinitely repeated
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games. It could be the case that subjects cooperate more the higher the number of rounds

they will interact -even when there is a final round, punishments are not credible and the

future casts no shadow. Then, an increase in the probability of continuation would result

in more cooperation, not because of the shadow of the future, but just because of the

increase in the expected number of rounds. An innovation of this paper is that I compare

the results from infinitely repeated games with the results from finitely repeated games

to test whether cooperation depends on the shadow of the future, as theory predicts, or

merely on the length of the games. The lengths of the finitely repeated games were chosen

to coincide with the expected lengths of the infinitely repeated ones. I find that the level

of cooperation in the final round of the finitely repeated games is similar to the level of

cooperation in one-shot games. In addition, these levels of cooperation are lower than

those observed in infinitely repeated games providing evidence that subjects cooperate less

when there is no future. This seems to be understood by the subjects at the beginning of

the game, resulting in greater levels of cooperation in the first round of infinitely repeated

games than in the first round of finitely repeated games of the same expected length. That

is, when the expected number of future rounds is the same in both finitely and infinitely

repeated games, cooperation is greater under the latter as theory predicts.

The findings that cooperation increases with the probability of continuation and that

infinitely repeated games result in higher levels of cooperation than finitely repeated ones

of the same expected length, suggests that self-enforcing reward and punishment schemes

that limit opportunistic behavior are important in practice as well as in theory.

But the theory of infinitely repeated games provides more than general comparative

statics results. It provides precise predictions regarding the set of equilibrium outcomes.

I use the fact that small differences in the payoff matrix may result in large differences in

the set of equilibrium outcomes to study how closely the behavior of the subjects matches

the theoretical predictions. I used two different payoff matrices in the experiment with
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the peculiarity that, for a probability of continuation of 1
2
, cooperation for both players

is an equilibrium in one but not in the other. I find that the percentage of outcomes in

which both subjects cooperate is almost 19% when it is an equilibrium, while it is less than

3% when it is not. These experimental results show that behavior closely, although not

perfectly, follows the theoretical predictions that are dependent on the payoff details of the

stage game. This provides further support for the theory of infinitely repeated games.

The next section summarizes previous experimental research on the topic. Section 3

describes the experimental design and section 4 describes the theoretical predictions that

provide the testable hypothesis. Section 5 presents the results of the experiment and the

last section concludes.

2 Related Literature

The experimental literature on cooperation generally falls into one of two categories: 1) one-

shot and finitely repeated public good and prisoner’s dilemma games, 2) infinitely repeated

games. In the first, cooperation can only be considered an anomaly from a theoretical point

of view. As such, finding positive levels of cooperation, economists have often concluded

that preferences that differ from financial incentives are an important determinant of human

behavior -see Andreoni [3], Fehr and Gächter [11] and Levine [20] among others. But in most

situations human interaction cannot be represented as a one shot-game nor characterized

by a well-defined last stage of interaction. Therefore, it is crucial to study cooperation in

situations in which there is always the possibility of future interactions. The possibility of

future interactions allows for credible retaliations against opportunistic behavior and casts

“the shadow of the future” in every decision. The theory of infinitely repeated games studies

cooperation under the shadow of the future and provides a more realistic representation
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of everyday interactions.1 However, experimental evidence on infinitely repeated games is

scarce and in most cases inconclusive or presents some methodological shortcomings.

Roth and Murnighan [28] and Murnighan and Roth [23] present results of experiments

for infinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemmas with different continuation probabilities. They

find, on average, more cooperation in treatments in which cooperation is an equilibrium

outcome than in treatments in which it is not. In addition, Roth and Murnighan [28]

find that the higher the probability of continuation, the greater the number of players

that cooperated in the first round of the game, see Table 1. In contrast, Murnighan and

Roth [23] present results for experiments with twelve different variations of the prisoner’s

dilemma in which higher probabilities of continuation did not result in more cooperation

in the first round, see Table 1.

Table 1: Percentage of cooperation in the first round by probability of continuation

Probability of continuation

Roth and Murnighan [28]a

Murnighan and Roth [23]b

0.105 0.5 0.895

19 29.75 36.36

17.83 37.48 29.07

a) Over 121 subjects. b) Over 252 subjects

In addition to presenting contradictory evidence (and offering little hope that oppor-

tunistic behavior can be limited by increases on the shadow of the future2), these two

papers display methodological problems - some of which are discussed in Roth [27]. In

both experiments, subjects played against the experimenter instead of playing against each

other. The experimenter followed either the tit-for-tat or the grim strategy which can

1In this interpretation of infinitely repeated games, the discount factor actually incorporates the players’

belief regarding the possibility of future interactions.
2Roth [27] summarizes the results in Roth and Murnighan [28] by stating: “So the results remain

equivocal.” (page 27).
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unnecessarily influence the behavior of the subjects based on their observations of past

behavior of their partner/experimenter.3 In addition, in both experiments subjects were

not paid proportionately to the “points” they earned during the experiments, so that in

fact the subjects were playing a constant-sum game.

Another experiment that employed a random continuation rule is Feinberg and Husted

[12]. They combine a fixed continuation probability with different discount factors4 to

study the effect of repetition on the levels of cooperation in a prisoner’s dilemma disguised

as a duopoly game. They find that the levels of cooperation increase as the discount factor

increases. Nevertheless, that increase is small and far from the increase needed to fully

exploit the possible benefits from cooperation, even when the experiment and instructions

were purposely designed to facilitate cooperation. These results are weakened because the

payments made to the subjects were quite low and the basic payoffs were not the same in

all treatments.5

Palfrey and Rosenthal [25] compare the rate of contribution to a public good under

incomplete information regarding the contribution cost when players meet only once with

the case when they meet repeatedly with a probability of continuation of 0.9.6 They find

that repetition leads to more cooperation than one-shot games but this increase is small

(the percentage of contribution goes from 29% to 40%). They concluded that “This contrast

between our one-shot and repeated play results is not encouraging news for those who might

3The tit-for-tat strategy consists on cooperating in the first round and thereafter imitating the previous

action of the other player. The grim strategy consists on cooperating until the first defection (other’s or

own) and defecting thereafter.
4Different discount factors are obtained by different percentages of reduction of the payoffs after every

round.
5Another experiment that used a random continuation rule to study repeated oligopoly games is Holt

[16]. Since this experiment was designed to test for the theory of consistent-conjectures, the results do not

provide information regarding cooperation.
6There were at least 20 rounds, after which the probability of continuation was 0.9.
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wish to interpret as gospel the oft-spoken suggestion that repeated play with discount rates

close to one leads to more cooperative behavior. True enough it does-but not by much.”7

As the authors suggest later, the power of repeated play may be more evident in a simpler

environment.

Finally, three recent papers also present evidence on repeated games with a random

continuation rule. Engle-Warnick and Slonim [10] develop a methodology to infer repeated

game strategies from observed actions. They use this methodology to study repeated trust

games with a probability of continuation of 0.8 and find that trigger strategies are used.8

Duffy and Ochs [9] find high levels of cooperation (55%) in repeated prisoner’s dilemma

games with a probability of continuation of 0.9 in contrast with low levels of cooperation

(6%) in treatments in which subjects are randomly rematched after each round. Aoyagi

and Fréchette [5] study infinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma games under imperfect public

monitoring and find that, as theory predicts, cooperation decreases with the level of noise

of the public signal.

One drawback of the experiments with a random continuation rule is that it is not clear

that as the probability of continuation increases any increase of cooperation that we may

witness can be attributed to an increase in the importance of the future as theory predicts.

It could be the case that subjects cooperate more the higher the number of rounds they

will interact -even when there is a final round, punishments are not credible and the future

casts no shadow. Then, an increase in the probability of continuation would result in more

cooperation, not because of the shadow of the future, but just because of the increase in

the expected number of rounds.9 Thus, it is necessary to create controls that will allow one

7Palfrey and Rosenthal [25], pag. 548.
8A trigger strategy is a strategy in which a deviation triggers a punishment for a given number of

periods.
9One reason for this is the existance of reputation effects (see Kreps et al. [18]). There is experimental

evidence showing that subjects cooperate more in finitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma games than in one-

shot ones (see Andreoni and Miller [4] and Cooper et al. [8], among others). Other reasons could be found
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to separate the two effects.

There are also experiments with a finite number of repetitions known to the experi-

menter but unknown to the subjects. Therefore, in each round the subjects may assign a

positive probability of continuation. For example, Fouraker and Siegel [13] study oligopoly

games with an unknown number of rounds and find some cooperation in Cournot duopoly

markets but not in triopoly markets. A more recent paper in this category is Brown Kruse

et al. [7] which presents an experiment on repeated price competition in an oligopoly mar-

ket with fixed capacity constraints. While they observe prices above competitive levels,

those prices are far below the monopoly price. In addition, in the treatments in which col-

lusion is more easily supported the prices are lower. All experiments with a fixed number

of rounds unknown to subjects raise the problem that the experimenter cannot control for

the players’ beliefs with respect to the continuation of the game.10

Previous experimental results do not provide much support for the theory of infinitely

repeated games nor the use of self-enforcing reward and punishment schemes to overcome

opportunistic behavior. But given the shortcomings in the design of some experiments (i.e.

no real interaction among subjects, random matching protocols that allow for contagion

effects,11 final earnings that are not proportional to the payoffs during the game, low

earnings, fixed number of rounds unknown to the subjects and lack of control sessions), and

the complicated environment of others (i.e. environments with incomplete information),

in non-strategic considerations. For example, Andreoni [2] finds that in one-shot public-good experiments

half of the contributions can be explained by errors or confusion -also see Palfrey and Prisbrey [24]. It

could be the case that as the expected number of rounds increases, the increase in strategic complexity

results in an increase in confusion-based cooperation. Similar reasoning could be put forward regarding

nonconsequential reasoning (see Shafir and Tversky [30]).
10This type of design also adds a source of incomplete information since subjects do not know the beliefs

of the other subjects.
11Note that, given Kandori’s [17] contagious equilibrium, random matching is not enough to isolate the

different games.
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previous experimental evidence is insufficient to assess the degree in which the theory of

infinitely repeated games is supported empirically. This paper presents results from an

experiment that was designed to overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings and shows

not only that the shadow of the future matters, but that its effect is significant and that it

closely, but not perfectly, follows the theoretical predictions.

The results presented here for infinitely repeated games contrast sharply with the results

for finitely repeated games presented here and in previous studies, in which large deviations

from theoretical predictions are observed.12 This difference may arise from the fact that

people very rarely interact in situations in which there is a well defined (and commonly

known) final stage of interaction. Very early in our lives we learn that today’s behavior

may affect the behavior of people we will interact with in the future. Therefore, it is

reasonable to expect that subjects will behave in a manner that is consistent with theory

in familiar environments such as the infinitely repeated game, while large deviations from

the theoretical predictions are observed in finitely repeated games. In finitely repeated

games, if a small fraction of the subjects have trouble adapting their every day strategies

to the experimental environment this may result in the well-documented deviations from

the perfect information equilibrium predictions.

This idea is supported by analysis of the effect of experience on behavior in the present

experiment. In finitely repeated games subjects start with cooperation rates above 20%

but they learn to defect, moving towards equilibrium behavior, as they gain experience. In

contrast, subjects learn to cooperate in some of the infinitely repeated game treatments.

12See for example Selten and Stoecker [29], Andreoni and Miller [4], Cooper et al. [8] and Bereby Meyer

and Roth [6] all of which present results for 10-round finitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma games. These

studies find high levels of cooperation in the first rounds with cooperation decreasing towards the final

rounds of the finitely repeated games.
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3 Experimental Design

This experiment was designed to offer a reliable test of the theory of infinitely repeated

games. I use simple stage games: prisoner’s dilemma games. The subjects interacted

anonymously with each other through computer terminals. The pairing of subjects was

done so that there was no possibility of contagion effects among the different repeated

games. I controlled for the subjects’ belief regarding the possibility of future interaction by

having a commonly known probability of continuation. The subjects’ final earnings were

proportional to the points earned during the experiment plus a show up fee. The exchange

rate between points and dollars ensures that subjects had significant incentives to try to

increase their earnings.

In addition, the experimental design incorporates three important new elements. First,

in addition to the random continuation rule sessions, I run sessions with fixed finite horizon

games. The lengths of the fixed finite horizon sessions were chosen to coincide with the

expected length of those with a random continuation rule. Therefore, the experimental

design allows one to compare the results from infinitely repeated and finitely repeated

prisoners’ dilemma games to test whether cooperation depends on “the shadow of the

future,” as theory predicts, or merely on the length of the games.

Second, I consider two different prisoner’s dilemma games that result in different sets

of equilibrium outcomes for some discount factors. In this way I can study how closely

the experimental results follow theoretical predictions that depend on details of the payoff

matrices.

Third, a large number of players participated in each session resulting in a large number

of interactions for each treatment and allowing for learning without contagion effects.

Next I describe the main characteristics of the experiment in greater detail.

Stage game payoffs: I consider two different stage game payoff functions, denoted PD1
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and PD213:

Table 2: Stage game payoffs in points

PD1 PD2

Blue player

Red

player

C D

C 65 , 65 10 , 100

D 100 , 10 35 , 35

Blue player

Red

player

C D

C 75 , 75 10 , 100

D 100 , 10 45 , 45

The sets of equilibrium outcomes for the infinitely repeated version of these games are

described in the next section.

Public randomization device: Accordingly to what is usually assumed in theory and

to allow subjects to coordinate actions and rotate through different outcomes a public

randomization device was provided to the subjects. Every ten seconds a random number

between 1 and 1000 was displayed on a screen at the front of the room. Subjects were told

that they could use this number to select one of the actions if they wanted.

Subjects’ total earnings: All payoffs in the game were in points. At the end of each

session, the points earned by each subject were converted into dollars at the exchange rate

200 points=$1 and paid privately in cash. In addition, subjects were paid a 5 dollar show up

fee. In this way, subjects’ real earnings in dollars are proportional (up to a constant) to the

points obtained during the experiment. In addition, these amounts seem significant enough

to influence subjects’ behavior. For example in a session with fixed finite horizon games

and 48 subjects, the difference between always cooperating and always defecting, if others

always defect, exceeds 7 dollars -which seems a significant amount for undergraduates in

experiments lasting about one hour.
13For neutrality, in the experiments the actions were called U and D for Red subjects and L and R for

Blue subjects. For convenience of the reader I will use here the usual names C and D.
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Matching procedure: A rotation matching scheme was used to avoid potential interaction

and contagion effects between the different repeated games. In each session subjects were

divided into two groups: Red and Blue. In each match every Red subject was paired with

a Blue subject. Subjects were not paired with each other in more than one match. In

addition, the pairing was done in such a way that the decisions one subject made in one

match could not affect, in any way, the decision of subjects he or she would meet in the

future. These features were explained to the subjects.

Given that each subject was only matched once with each subject of the other color, the

total number of matches in a session is N
2
, where N is the number of subjects in a session.

Given that there are three treatments per session, in each treatment there are N
6
matches.

The large capacity of the experimental lab CASSEL allowed me to run experiments with

up to sixty subjects, providing up to ten matches per treatment per subject.

Infinitely repeated games: In half of the sessions a random continuation rule was used

to induce infinitely repeated games. This was done by having one of the subjects -who

had been randomly selected as the monitor- publicly roll a four sided die after each round.

The randomization generates an infinitely repeated game given that there is always the

possibility of interacting in future rounds with the same subject.

The probability of continuation δ, of which three different values were considered, is the

principal treatment variable in these sessions. One treatment corresponds to the one-shot

game (i.e. δ = 0 ) and the other two are positive probabilities of continuation (i.e. δ = 1
2

and 3
4
). This treatment variable allows me to control for the subjects’ beliefs regarding the

probability of continuation.14 I call these sessions “Dice” sessions.

14It could be argued that the subjects understand that the experiment cannot go on for ever and will end

at some point. Therefore, the subjects’ belief in the possibility of future interactions may depend not only on

the roll of the die. The subjects’ real discount factor may have two components: one component determined

by the roll of the die, and another subjective component that incorporates subjects’ belief regarding the
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Finitely repeated games: In the other half of the sessions subjects played fixed finite

horizon games. I considered three treatments with different length or horizon H: one-shot

games (H = 1), two rounds repeated games (H = 2) and four rounds repeated games (H =

4). I call these sessions “Finite” sessions. The number of rounds was common knowledge

among the subjects. Note that the number of rounds for these treatments corresponds

to the expected number of rounds in the random continuation rule treatments.15 Thus,

in the first round the expected number of rounds to be played is the same in the finitely

and infinitely repeated games. This allows one to compare the results of the first round of

finitely and infinitely repeated games.16

Order of treatments: To control for spill-over effects from one treatment to another, two

sessions were run for each kind of continuation rule (Dice and Finite) and payoff matrix

(PD1 and PD2) changing the order of the treatments. For example, for PD1 and Dice I

run one session with the order (δ = 0, δ = 1
2
, δ = 3

4
) and another with the inverse order

experimenter ending the experiment (given that subjects were paid at the end of the experiment and

that there is a very short span of time between rounds, I disregard the temporal preference component

of the discount factor). It is important to note that if the subjective component is not very sensitive

to changes in the random continuation rule, increases in the probability of continuation must result in

increases in subjects’ expectation of future interaction. Thus, by changing δ, I affect the subjects’ belief

on the possibility of future interactions.
15In infinitely repeated games with a continuation probability of δ, the expected number of rounds is

equal to 1
1−δ . Therefore, the expected number of rounds in the random continuation session will be 1, 2

and 4 for δ equal to 0, 12 and
3
4 , respectively.

16For this comparison to be meaningful it is crucial that subjects do not expect longer games under

Dice than its appropriate. An additional experiment showed that subjects do not overestimate the length

of supergames under a random continuation rule. Interestingly, when asked to estimate the length of a

supergame under a random continuation rule 92.7% of the subjects provided an estimate equal or lower

than the correct number. These data support the use of finitely repeated games as controls for the infinitely

repeated games. Higher cooperation levels in the latter cannot be explained by subjects misunderstanding

the expected number of rounds under a random continuation rule.
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(δ = 3
4
, δ = 1

2
, δ = 0). I call the first kind of session “Normal” and the last kind “UD”

(upside-down).

Sessions: Given the two stage games (PD1 and PD2), the different continuation rules

(Dice and Finite), the different treatments (δ = 0, 1
2
, 3
4
, and H = 1, 2, 4), and the change

in the order of the treatments (Normal and UD), this experiment consists of eight sessions

with three treatments each. Each treatment, or part, consists of one unpaid practice match

and N
6
paid matches.17 Each match consists of as many rounds as the continuation rule

indicates. Different groups of subjects participated in each session.

4 Theoretical Predictions

If we assume that the payoffs in Table 2 are the actual total payoffs that the subjects

obtain from the game and this is common knowledge, that is if we abstract from problems

of interdependent utilities, altruism, taste for cooperation and reputation effects, the set

of subgame perfect equilibria can be calculated using the results in Stahl [31]. The out-

comes that can be supported in equilibrium for the different discount factors used in the

experiment -and therefore the outcomes that according to theory we should observe- are

presented in Table 3.

17The practice match was played after describing the characteristics of the treatment to the subjects.

The practice match was a single match that shared all the same characteristics of the treatment but with

the only difference that subjects were not paid for their actions. In each session there were 3 practice

matches, one for each treatment.
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Table 3: Equilibrium outcomes

δ PD1 PD2

0 DD DD

1
2

DD, CD, DC DD, CC

3
4
DD, CD, DC, CC DD, CD, DC, CC

New equilibria appear as the discount factor increases, allowing the subjects -in principle-

higher levels of cooperation and payoffs. We can think that some subjects will make the

most of this opportunity to cooperate, regardless of the fact that DD remains an equilibrium

outcome for high discount factors. Therefore, I have the following testable hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: The larger δ, the higher the levels of cooperation.

It is important to note that for this hypothesis it is not necessary to assume that the

subjects’ only payoffs from the stage game are those in Table 2. With different payoffs

the predictions presented in Table 3 may not be appropriate, but Hypothesis 1 still holds.

Abreu, Pearce and Stacchetti [1] show that the set of equilibrium payoffs (and consequently

the set of outcomes) that can be observed in an infinitely repeated game with a public

randomization device (even with imperfect monitoring), cannot decrease when the discount

factor increases. Then, for any stage game in which DD is the only Nash equilibrium,

increases in the discount factor result in increases in the levels of cooperation if some of

the subjects make the most of the opportunity to enforce cooperation.18

In finitely repeated games the theoretical prediction under perfect information is that

no cooperation is possible. Then, under perfect information we should expect that infinitely

repeated prisoner’s dilemma games result in higher levels of cooperation than finitely re-

peated ones. But as mentioned before, the levels of cooperation in a finitely repeated game

may be positive given reputation effects. To my knowledge, there is no general theoretical

result that allows one to compare the set of equilibrium outcomes between finitely and

18This monotonicity result may not hold without a public randomization device, see Mailath et al. [21].
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infinitely repeated games for any kind of incomplete information. But it is easy to see that

some kinds of incomplete information that allow for positive levels of cooperation in finitely

repeated games (i.e. some players always play the Grim strategy) do not hamper cooper-

ation in infinitely repeated games. Thus, under both perfect and incomplete information

environments one can expect more cooperation in infinitely repeated games. In particular,

we wish to know whether this is the case in the first round -where the expected number of

future rounds of the infinitely and finitely repeated games coincide. Therefore, I have the

following testable hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2: The level of cooperation is higher in the first round of infinitely repeated

games ( δ = 1
2
and δ = 3

4
) than in the first round of finitely repeated games of the same

expected length (H = 2 and H = 4 respectively).

Finally, from Table 3 we see that the set of equilibrium outcomes is different for PD1

and PD2 when δ = 1
2
. Under that discount factor, CC can be observed in equilibrium for

PD1 but not for PD2 while CD and DC can be observed in equilibrium for PD1 but not

for PD2. Therefore, I have the following testable hypotheses:

Hypothesis 3: For δ = 1
2
, PD2 results in more outcomes CC than PD1.

Hypothesis 4: For δ = 1
2
, PD1 results in more outcomes CD and DC than PD2.

The first two hypotheses are quite general in the sense that they do not depend on

specific details of the payoff matrices and are robust to perturbations of the stage games.

In contrast, the last two hypotheses are quite specific in the sense that they are closely

based on the specified payoff matrices. In this way, the last two hypothesis allow me to

test how sensitive behavior is to small payoff differences that result in large differences in

the theoretical predictions.
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5 Experimental Results

The experimental sessions were run between November 2001 and April 2002 with an average

length of one hour (excluding the time spent paying subjects). Excluding the subjects

selected to be monitors, 390 subjects participated in the experiment, an average of 48.75

subjects per session with a maximum of 60 and a minimum of 30. The subjects were

UCLA undergraduates recruited through advertisement in university webpages and signs

posted on campus. 22.31% of the subjects indicated that they were in an economics major.

The subjects performed a total of 22,482 actions and earned an average of $18.94 with a

maximum of $25.85 and a minimum of $12. In the treatments δ = 1
2
and δ = 3

4
the average

number of rounds per match was 1.91 and 3.73, respectively. Some descriptive statistics are

in Table 4.

Table 4: Sessions descriptive data
PD1

Dice Finite

PD2

Dice Finite

Normal

Date

Time*

Subjects

Any econ+

Ave Earning

Max Earning

Min Earning

11/6/01 11/13/01

2:30-3:28 4:45-5:31

42 30

23.81% 23.33%

17.09 13.03

19.40 15.23

13.48 12.05

2/7/02 4/18/02

1:45-2.56 5:15-6:25

54 48

12.96% 18.75%

19.91 19.36

22.18 21.88

15.98 15.48

UD

Date

Time*

Subjects

Any econ+

Ave Earning

Max Earning

Min Earning

11/29/01 11/20/01

5:10-6:05 5:10-6:05

42 54

16.67% 12.96%

14.37 17.77

16.23 21.55

12.18 12

4/9/02 4/15/02

4:45-5:53 4:45-5:54

60 60

31.67% 35%

23.09 22.11

25.85 25.10

19.93 17.15

*Starting Scheduled time and actual final time.
+Percentage of all economics majors in the session.

Even when subjects participated in a practice match before the paid matches of each
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treatment, we should expect to see some learning regarding the treatment characteristics

and other subjects’ behavior during the first matches of each treatment.19 Table 5 shows

the percentage of cooperation by treatment (row) and by match (column). As one can see,

there is clear learning regarding the difficulties of cooperation in the δ = 0 treatment of

the Dice sessions and all the treatments of the Finite sessions (that is, in all the treatments

with fixed horizons). For example, in the δ = 0 treatment, cooperation decreases from

above 26% in the first match to 5% in the last match. In contrast, in the δ = 3
4
and δ = 3

4

treatments, there is no such pattern.

Table 5: Percentage of cooperation by match and treatment*
Match

δ = 0

Dice δ = 1
2

δ = 3
4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

26.26 18.18 10.61 11.62 12.63 12.63 5.56 5.26 5.26 5

28.36 27.12 34.58 35.53 21.60 19.08 29.84 35.96 28.16 50

40.44 28.57 27.78 32.92 46.51 33.09 44.05 53.51 42.26 45.83

H = 1

Finite H = 2

H = 4

26.56 18.23 16.67 17.19 11.98 8.02 6.79 10.49 6.14 6.67

19.79 15.89 14.84 9.64 11.46 10.80 12.04 10.19 6.58 6.67

31.64 30.34 30.47 25.52 25.13 23.77 16.36 19.75 14.91 20.83

*All rounds.

To avoid considering actions that are taken with little understanding of the treatment

and since most of the learning seems to happen in the first matches, I focus on matches

four through ten in most of the analysis of the experimental results.2021

19Recall that every treatment consists of up to ten matches per subject, with each match having as many

rounds as the continuation rule of that treatment indicates, e.g. for treatment H = 2 there are two rounds

per match.
20The elimination of the first three matches does not affect the qualitative results having an effect only

on the precise magnitudes.
21In addition, for simplicity of presentation, I aggregate the results from Normal and UD sessions for

most of the section. The differences between these two types of sessions are discussed at the end of the

section.
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5.1 Does cooperation increase with the shadow of the future?

My first objective is to study how changes in the probability of future interaction affect

the levels of cooperation. The experimental results show that the greater the shadow of

the future, the higher the levels of cooperation. Considering the aggregate results for the

Dice sessions (matches four through ten, and all rounds) we see that cooperation is just

above 9% for the one-shot treatment, while it is above 27% and 37% for δ = 1
2
and δ = 3

4

respectively. These differences are statistically significant with p-values of less than 0.001.22

Therefore, the experimental results support Hypothesis 1: the larger δ, the higher the levels

of cooperation.

The effect of the shadow of the future appears to be large: the percentage of cooperation

for δ = 3
4
is almost four times greater than for the one-shot treatment. The magnitude of

this difference is greater than previously found. For example, in the public good experiments

with incomplete information of Palfrey and Rosenthal [25] the percentage of contributions

increases only from 29% to 40% when the treatment changes from one-shot games to a

random continuation rule with δ = 9
10
. This is also the case if we compare the results of this

experiment with the results from Roth and Murnighan [28] and Murnighan and Roth [23].

In those experiments the percentage of cooperation less than doubles when the probability

of continuation increases from 4
38
to 34

38
. The magnitude of the results presented here

supports the idea that infinitely repeated interaction can significantly reduce opportunistic

behavior.

5.2 Infinitely repeated games vs. finitely repeated games

Our second objective is to compare the levels of cooperation in the Dice and Finite sessions.

As Table 6 shows, the percentage of cooperation is similar for the one-shot treatments (δ = 0

22All p-values are calculated taking into account the lack of independence in the decisions of each subject

(cluster robust standard errors).
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and H = 1) in both types of sessions (p-value = 0.56), showing that there are no significant

differences in the “kind” of people that participated in each session. In the fourth round

of the δ = 3
4
treatment the level of cooperation is significantly greater than in the fourth

(and last) round of the H = 4 treatment (34.58% against 10.63%, with p-value of less

than 0.001). The level of cooperation in the final round of the H = 4 treatment is similar

to the level of cooperation in one-shot games. Therefore, the absence of a future affects

subjects’ behavior in the final round of finitely repeated games: they cooperate less when

there is no future. This seems to be understood by the subjects at the beginning of the

game, resulting in less cooperation in the first round of a finitely repeated game than in the

first round of an infinitely repeated game (34.58% against 46.20%, with p-value of 0.005).

Similar reasoning applies to the comparison of the behavior for δ = 1
2
and H = 2. That

is, when the expected number of future rounds is the same in both finitely and infinitely

repeated games, cooperation is greater under the latter as theory predicts. Therefore, the

experimental results support Hypothesis 2: the level of cooperation is higher in the first

round of infinitely repeated games than in the first round of finitely repeated games of the

same expected length.

In addition, note that for every round it is the case that the percentage of cooperation

in infinitely repeated games ( δ = 1
2
and δ = 3

4
) is greater than in finitely repeated games

of the same expected length (H = 2 and H = 4), with p-values of less than 0.01.
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Table 6: Percentage of cooperation by round and treatment*

Round

δ = 0

Dice δ = 1
2

δ = 3
4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

9.17

30.93 26.10 19.87 12.50 12.96

46.20 40.76 38.76 34.58 33.04 27.27 24.75 26.28 29.17 26.04 32.29 31.25

H = 1

Finite H = 2

H = 4

10.34

13.31 6.90

34.58 21.55 18.97 10.63

*Matches four through ten.

The difference in behavior in finitely and infinitely repeated games is also clear if we

look at individual data instead of aggregated cooperation rates. Unfortunately, looking at

individual data does not enable one to identify the strategies used by the subjects. For

example, observing a pair of subjects that cooperate in all the rounds of a repeated game

is consistent with both of them playing the “always cooperate” strategy or the “Grim”

strategy. Additionally, there is a large number of strategies that can yield cooperation

in infinitely repeated games that can vary in the level of complexity and that can not

be estimated from the observed actions. Notwithstanding this, it is still possible and

interesting to compare the proportions of actions that are consistent with the Grim and

“always defect” strategies in finitely and infinitely repeated games. In the δ = 3
4
treatment,

35.65% of the individual actions are consistent with Grim and 39.17% are consistent with

“always defect”. Instead, in the H = 4 treatment, only 21.20% of the actions are consistent

with Grim and 49.54% consistent with “always defect”.23 Therefore, it is clear that a larger

proportion of actions is consistent with strategies that support cooperation in infinitely
23Given the different theoretical predictions for each prisoners’ dilemma under δ = 1

2 , it is not sensible

to present aggregated information regarding individual actions in this treatment. In addition, given the

high proportion of matches that only had one round, the inference of strategies from the observed actions

does not provide significantly more information than the aggregate levels of cooperation.
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repeated games than in finitely repeated ones.

5.3 Do payoff details matter?

Our third objective is to compare the outcomes under PD1 and PD2 when δ = 1
2
. Remem-

ber that CC is not an equilibrium outcome under PD1 but is under PD2. Consistent with

this, the percentage of outcomes in which both players cooperate (CC) is significantly lower

under the payoff matrix PD1 than under PD2 when δ = 1
2
(3.17% against 18.83% with a

p-value of less than 0.001). Note that this is not the case when δ = 0, suggesting that the

difference in the percentage of CC when δ = 1
2
cannot be attributed to differences in the

subjects that participated in the sessions under PD1 and PD2. Thus, the experimental

results support Hypothesis 3: For δ = 1
2
, the payoffs PD2 result in more outcomes CC than

PD1.

Table 7: Distribution of outcomes by stage game and treatment*

δ = 0 δ = 1
2

δ = 3
4

CC

CD & DC

DD

PD1 PD2

2.98 0.27

20.83 13.98

76.19 85.75

PD1 PD2

3.17 18.83

28.57 25.50

68.25 55.67

PD1 PD2

20.68 25.64

30.34 26.03

48.98 48.33

*Matches four through ten, and all rounds.

Finally, remember that CD and DC are equilibrium outcomes under PD1 but not under

PD2. As theory predicts, the percentage of outcomes in which only one subject cooperates

(CD and DC) is greater under PD1 than under PD2 (28.57% against 25.50%), but this

difference is not statistically significant (p-value of 0.505).

For evidence in support of Hypothesis 4, I also look at the levels of alternation between

CD and DC in PD1 and PD2.24 For this I adapt the K index from Rapoport et al. [26]:

K=(CD)+(DC)-|(CD)-(DC)| where (CD) and (DC) denote the percentage of outcomes CD
24Note that to support Hypothesis 4 it is not necessary to find that subjects actually alternate to

cooperate. Given the availability of a public randomization device the players may follow complicated
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and DC in a given repeated game. For a given repeated game, this index is 100 if CD and

DC are the only observed outcomes and occur with the same frequency. Thus, K is an

index of alternation in a repeated game. For repeated games with more than one round

and only considering even numbers of rounds, the average K index is 12.86 for PD1 and

7.26 for PD2. This indicates a higher level of alternation under PD1 than under PD2, but

this difference is not striking in magnitude.

Thus, while there is some weak support of Hypothesis 4, there is a much stronger

support of Hypothesis 3.

There are two plausible reasons for the stronger support of Hypothesis 3. First, the lack

of communication among subjects may hamper the coordination on alternating asymmetric

outcomes even when there is a public randomization device available. Second, while it can

be easily seen that CC can be supported under PD2 but not under PD1, higher levels of

strategic sophistication are needed to realize that CD and DC can be equilibrium outcomes

in PD1 but not in PD2. While one may not expect subjects to perform the formal calcu-

lations, it is reasonable to expect that they will grasp the first feature of the environment

better than the second. Subjects’ strategic sophistication seems similar to game theorists’,

who also tend to grasp the first feature more easily than the second one!

Let me end the discussion of the results with two comments. First, it is interesting

to note that the effect of the shadow of the future increases as subjects gain experience.

Subjects clearly learn to cooperate under δ = 3
4
while there is no clear trend under δ = 1

2
. In

addition, they learn to defect in the finite horizon treatments (one-shot and finitely repeated

treatments). This indicates that as subjects gain experience they learn to defect in all the

treatments in which defection is the only equilibrium action under the provided monetary

payoffs while they learn to cooperate in some of the treatments in which cooperation is

rules that depend on it and that do not necessarily results in the outcome CD after the outcome DC nor on

the same number of these two outcomes. Regardless possible random process of alternation, it is interesting

to have a measure of the amount of alternation that is observed in the data.
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a possible equilibrium action. Thus, the effect of the shadow of the future increases with

experience.25

Second, given that previous studies have found differences in cooperative behavior be-

tween economics majors and other students (see Marwell and Ames [22], Frank et al. [14],

Yezer et al. [32] and Laband and Beil [19]), it is important to note that the support for

the hypothesis studied here does not depend on the major of the subjects. For example,

for both economics majors and non-economics majors alike cooperation increases as the

probability of future interaction increases, and cooperation is greater in infinitely repeated

games than in finitely repeated games. However, there are differences in behavior across

majors. Economics majors tend to cooperate less when cooperation can not be supported

as an equilibrium outcome (one-shot and finitely repeated games), but their behavior is

not significantly different from the other students when cooperation can be supported in

equilibrium (infinitely repeated games).

6 Conclusions

This paper presents results from an experiment on infinitely repeated games that overcomes

the methodological drawbacks of previous work. The results provide strong support for the

theory of infinitely repeated games by showing that the shadow of the future matters

and that it significantly reduces opportunistic behavior, closely following the theoretical

25Experience also has effects across treatments. The level of cooperation in the δ = 1
2 treatment is

lower in the Normal sessions than in the UD sessions (15.3% against 37,97%, with p-value less than 0.001).

That is, in the δ = 1
2 treatment, cooperation was lower when it followed a treatment with low levels of

cooperation (δ = 0) than when it followed a treatment with high levels of cooperation (δ = 3
4). These

spillover effects can be easily understood if one thinks of infinitely repeated games as coordinations games.

The level of cooperation in the previous treatment may signal the type of equilibrium in which the subjects

may coordinate in the present treatment. As with coordination games, this result points to the importance

of history in equilibrium selection in infinitely repeated games.
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predictions. Subjects cooperate more the greater the probability of future interaction,

cooperate more in infinitely repeated games than in finitely repeated ones of the same

expected length and they respond to small payoff changes as predicted by theory. Hence,

the infinitely repeated game model provides not only a realistic representation of everyday

interaction but also explains cooperation as equilibrium behavior in a way that is consistent

with actual behavior.

In addition, this paper presents suggestive evidence for future research on the effects of

learning in infinitely repeated games. Among the treatments in which cooperation was a

possible equilibrium action, we found that cooperation increased with experience in some

of the treatments but in others it did not. Thus, cooperation as an equilibrium does not

appear to be a sufficient condition for subjects to learn to cooperate. This different impact

of experience in different infinitely repeated games raises the issue of equilibrium selection

in infinitely repeated games at both experimental and theoretical levels. To further the

understanding of the determinants of cooperation, future studies should seek to uncover the

conditions under which players learn to coordinate in equilibria that support cooperation

in infinitely repeated games.
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7 Appendix: Instructions for PD2-Dice-UD Session

(4/9/02)

Welcome
You are about to participate in a session on decision-making, and you will be paid for your

participation in cash, privately at the end of the session. What you earn depends partly on your
decisions, partly on the decisions of others, and partly on chance.

Please turn off pagers and cellular phones now. Please close any program you may have open
on the computer.

The entire session will take place through computer terminals, and all interaction between
you will take place through the computers. It is important that you not talk or in any way try to
communicate with other participants during the session.

We will start with a brief instruction period. During the instruction period you will be given
a description of the main features of the session and will be shown how to use the computers. If
you have any questions during this period, raise your hand and your question will be answered so
everyone can hear.

General Instructions
In this session one participant will act as a monitor. The monitor will be paid a fixed amount

for the session. The monitor will assist in running the session and checking that the session is run
correctly. We will select the monitor now.

Open your envelope, and read the record sheet inside. If your sheet says “monitor” you are
the monitor. Will the monitor please come to the master computer. If your sheet does not say
“monitor” you will use this sheet later to record your participant number that will be assigned
by the computer and your final score. Keep your sheet in a safe place, you will need it at the end
of the session to receive your payment.

At this time, please pull out the dividers that separate you from your neighbors. During the
course of this session, please refrain from communicating with your neighbors.

Please double click on the Dice Icon.
In the dialog box, please enter your full name and select server #128.97.190.171, as shown

on the screen at the front of the room, and click OK. This will log you on to the session. In the
upper side of your screen you can see you ID number for this session and your color - please look
at the example on the screen in the front of the room. Please write your participation ID number
in the record sheet that came in the envelope.

Any questions?
The session you are participating in is broken down into 3 separate parts. At the end of the

last part, you will be paid the total amount you have accumulated during the course of the 3
parts in addition to the show-up fee. Everybody will be paid in private after showing the record
sheet. You are under no obligation to tell others how much you earned.

During the session all the earnings are denominated in points. Your dollar earnings at the
end of the session are determined by the points/$ exchange rate posted on the board in the front
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and back of the room. This exchange rate is equal to 200points/$. Therefore, 200 points are
equivalent to $1.

The participants are divided in two groups: Red and Blue.
Red and Blue participants will be matched together to interact in the following way. As you

see on the screen at the front of the room, the Red participant can choose between U or D and
the Blue participant can choose between L and R.

If the Red participant chooses U and the Blue participant chooses L, both earn 75 points.
If the Red participant chooses U and the Blue participant chooses R, the Red participant

earns 10 and the Blue participant earns 100 points.
If the Red participant chooses D and the Blue participant chooses L, the Red participant

earns 100 and the Blue participant earns 10 points.
If the Red participant chooses D and the Blue participant chooses R, both earn 45 points.
The points of the Red participants are indicated on the screen in red, and the Blue participant

points are indicated in blue.
In addition, the screen will show on the right hand side the result of previous rounds of the

current match.
Every ten seconds, we will generate a random number between 1 and 1000 and project this

number on the screens in the front of the room. You can use this number to select one of the
actions, if you want, like the flip of a coin. For example, if you are a Red participant, you can
decide to choose U any time the random number is above, say, 200.

Part 1
We will begin the first part now. This first part will consist of 10 matches. In each match

every Red participant is paired with a Blue participant. You will not be paired twice with the
same participant during the session or with a participant that was paired with someone that was
paired with you or with someone that was paired with someone that was paired with someone
that was paired with you, and so on. Thus, the pairing is done in such a way that the decisions
you make in one match cannot affect the decisions of the participants you will be paired with in
later matches or later parts of the session.

In this part, after each round the monitor will roll a four sided dice. If the numbers 1, 2 or
3 appear, the participants will interact again without changing pairs. If a 4 appears, the match
ends and participants are re-matched to interact with other participants. Therefore, in this part,
each pair will interact until a 4 appears. After that, a new match will start with different pairs.
Therefore you will interact until a 4 appears, with 10 different participants.

But first, we are going to teach you about this part of the session and how to use the computer
by going through one practice match. During the practice part do not hit any keys until you are
told to do so. You are not paid for the practice match; it is just for you to familiarize yourself
with the session and the computer program.

Your screen shows the possible actions you can choose, the actions the participant you are
matched with can choose, and the points. You may choose your action by pressing the desired
action at the side of the matrix now. If you are a Red participant you can press the actions in
red, U or D, and if you are a Blue participant you can press the actions in Blue, L or R. Make
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your choices now. Once everyone in the room has made their selections and pressed confirm, your
results from this round will appear on the screen.

Monitor, would you please roll the dice?
[1) If a 1, 2 or 3 appeared] A __ appeared therefore this match continues. Now you are in

the second (third, fourth, fifth,) round of the same match. You are still interacting with the same
participant. Your screen shows all the same information as before. In addition you can see on
your right the result of the previous rounds. You may choose your action by pressing the desired
action at the side of the matrix now. Make your choices now. Once everyone in the room has
made their selections and pressed confirm, your results from this round will appear on the screen.
Monitor, would you please roll the dice? [If 1, 2 or 3 appeared go to 1). If 4 appeared go to 2)]

[2) If a 4 appeared] A 4 appeared therefore this match ended. On the screen you see a dialog
box with the points you earned during the practice match. Press OK to end the practice match.

We have finished with the practice match. Any questions?
We start now with the first part of the session. You will now participate in 10 matches, each

match paired with a different participant. In each match you will interact with the same person
until a 4 appears. Remember: your decisions in one match cannot affect the decisions of the
people you will interact with in future matches. This is not a practice; you will be paid!

Make your choices now. Remember to press confirm.
Monitor, would you please roll the dice?
[1) If 1, 2 or 3 appears] A __ appeared. This match continues. You are still interacting with

the same participant. Make your choices now. Remember to press confirm. Monitor, would you
please roll the dice? [If 1, 2 or 3 appeared go to 1). If 4 appeared go to 2)]

[2) If 4 appears] A 4 appeared. This match ends. On the screen you will see a dialog box with
the points you earned during this match. Press OK to be matched with the next participant.

. . . .
This is the end of Part 1. On your screen you will see a dialog box indicating your point and

dollar points for this part. Press OK to move to the next part.

Part 2
We will begin the second part now. This part will consist of 10 matches. In each match every

Red participant is paired with a Blue participant. No pair will consist of the same participants
as in Part 1. As before, you will not be paired twice with the same participant during the session
or with a participant that was paired with someone that was paired with you or with someone
that was paired with someone that was paired with someone that was paired with you, and so
on. Thus, the pairing is done in such a way that the decisions you make in one match cannot
affect the decisions of the participants you will be paired with in later matches or later parts of
the session.

In this part, after each round the monitor will roll a four sided dice. If the numbers 1 or 2
appear, the participants will interact again without changing pairs. If 3 or 4 appear, the match
ends and participants are re-matched to interact with other participants. Therefore, in this part,
each pair will interact until a 3 or 4 appear. After that, a new match will start with different
pairs. Therefore you will interact until a 3 or 4 appear, with 10 different participants.
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But first, we are going to teach you about this part of the session and how to use the computer
by going through one practice match. During the practice part do not hit any keys until you are
told to do so. You are not paid for the practice match; it is just for you to familiarize yourself
with the session and the computer program.

As before, your screen shows the possible actions you can choose, the actions the participant
you are matched with can choose, and the points. You may choose your action by pressing the
desired action at the side of the matrix now. Make your choices now. Once everyone in the room
has made their selections and pressed confirm, your results from this round will appear on the
screen.

Monitor, would you please roll the dice?
[1) If a 1 or 2 appeared] A __ appeared therefore this match continues. Now you are in the

second (third, fourth, fifth,) round of the same match. You are still interacting with the same
participant. Your screen shows all the same information as before. In addition you can see on
your right the result of the previous rounds. You may choose your action by pressing the desired
action at the side of the matrix now. Make your choices now. Once everyone in the room has
made their selections and pressed confirm, your results from this round will appear on the screen.
Monitor, would you please roll the dice? [If 1 or 2 appeared go to 1). If 3 or 4 appeared go to 2)]

[2) If a 3 or 4 appeared] A __ appeared therefore this match ended. On the screen you see a
dialog box with the points you earned during the practice match.

Press OK to end the practice match.
We have finished with the practice match. Any questions?
We start now with the second part of the session. You will now participate in 10 matches,

each match paired with a different participant. In each match you will interact with the same
participant until a 3 or 4 appear. Remember: your decisions in one match cannot affect the
decisions of the people you will interact with in future matches. This is not a practice; you will
be paid!

Make your choices now. Remember to press confirm.
Monitor, would you please roll the dice?
[1) If 1 or 2 appear] A __ appeared. This match continues. You are still interacting with

the same participant. Make your choices now. Remember to press confirm. Monitor, would you
please roll the dice? [If 1 or 2 appeared go to 1). If 3 or 4 appeared go to 2)]

[2) If 3 or 4 appear] A __ appeared. This match ends. On the screen you will see a dialog box
with the points you earned during this match. Press OK to be matched with the next participant.

. . . .
This is the end of Part 2. On your screen you will see a dialog box indicating your point and

dollar points for this part and your cumulative total points for the first two parts. Press OK to
move to the next part.

Part 3
We will begin the third part now. This part will consist of 10 matches. In each match every

Red participant is paired with a Blue participant. No pair will consist of the same participants
as in Part 1 or 2. As before, you will not be paired twice with the same participant during the
session or with a participant that was paired with someone that was paired with you or with
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someone that was paired with someone that was paired with someone that was paired with you,
and so on. Thus, the pairing is done in such a way that the decisions you make in one match
cannot affect the decisions of the participants you will be paired with in later matches.

In this part, each pair will interact once. After that, a new match will start with different
pairs. Therefore, you will interact once with 10 different participants.

But first, we are going to teach you about this part of the session and how to use the computer
by going through one practice match. During the practice do not hit any keys until you are told
to do so. You are not paid for the practice match; it is just for you to familiarize yourself with
the session and the computer program.

As before, your screen shows the possible actions you can choose, the actions the participant
you are matched with can choose, and the points. You may choose your action by pressing the
desired action at the side of the matrix now. Make your choices now. Once everyone in the room
has made their selections and pressed confirm, your results from this round will appear on the
screen.

You have interacted once so this match ends. On the screen you will see a dialog box with
the points you earned during the practice match. Press OK to end the practice match.

We have finished with the practice match. Any questions?
We start now with the third part of the session. You will now participate in 10 matches,

each match paired with a different participant. In each match you will interact with the same
participant once. Remember: your decisions in one match cannot affect the decisions of the people
you will interact with in future matches. This is not a practice; you will be paid!

Make your choices now. Remember to press confirm.
Press OK to be matched with the next participant.
Make your choices now. Remember to press confirm.
Press OK to be matched with the next participant.
. . . . .
Make your choices now. Remember to press confirm.
This is the end of Part 3. On your screen you will see a dialog box indicating your point and

dollar points for this part and your cumulative total points for the three parts. Press OK to end
this part.

Farewell
The session has ended. On your screen you will see a dialog box indicating your total earnings

for the session. Please make sure you record the dollar points in your record sheet. Press OK
to end the session. Take this sheet to the counter for payment. This sheet will be matched to
our computer print out of results for payment. Your payments will be rounded up to the nearest
quarter. Thank you for your participation.
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